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Lecture 7:  Electrical Transmission  

How do Transformers Work? 

Why do we need high voltage? 

Why do we need transformers and  

 why do (DID) we need AC at all? 

  Tesla would cry,  

  Edison would be (more) arrogant 

Pete Schwartz, Cal Poly Physics 

Magnets used to generate voltage and current 

V 

_ + + 
_ 

AC: Alternating Current 

DC Direct Current 

Why AC? 
•! High Voltage Reduces Power Loss in Transmission 

•! Transformers are necessary to change Voltage 

•! Transformers only work with AC 

Electricity is the highest quality energy (conversion efficiency) 

Electric Heaters: Electricity => Thermal Energy, ! ~ 100% ??? 
Electric Motors: Electricity => Kinetic Energy, ! ~ 95% 

The USA Grid is about 93% efficient: 7% of energy is lost. 

Only disadvantage is that it cannot (easily) be stored. 
We have to use it when we generate it. 
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Higher Voltage = Less Power Loss 

Power Generation 

2 kV – 24 kV 

Distribution 

23 kV 

Load 

240 V – 600V   

 
 

Transmission 

69 kV – 765 kV 

V=IR:   Voltage = Current * Resistance 

+ 
_ 

I 

P = I*V = Current * Voltage!.. Like Flow Rate * Pressure 
   = V2/R = I2R  

Power Transmitted = IV 

Resistive loss in the lines = I2R  

So if V => HIGH voltage, Increase voltage by a factor of 10, 

Current can be divided by 10,  

 and the power loss will decrease by 100! 

Suppose you deliver 1 MWe to another town: 10,000 V lines run with 

100 A  (P = IV) in a transmission line that has a resistance of 10 !.  

The drop in voltage across the lines (from one end of the 

transmission line) will be V = IR = 1000 V, and the power lost will be 

P = Vdrop I = 1000 V * 100 A = I2R = 100,000 W, each way, or 10% 

each way, 20% total. 

 

However, if first we boost the voltage to 100,000 V, we can transmit 

the 1 MWe with only 10 A of current!  The drop across the lines will 

be 100V, and the lost power will be only 1000W, or 0.1% of the 

transmitted power, an increase of efficiency by a factor of 100!! 

 

Voltage is like pressure of water.  So, if we increase the voltage 

(pressure) in the cable (hose), we can transport the same amount of 

power with less current flow, less resistive losses.  The cables (hoses) 

can be of smaller diameter, we save money.  So we increase voltage 

(pressure) until….  

Water Leaks 

Corona Discharge Electrical Break Down  
                         (arcing) 

Hose Bursts 
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Why do we have Alternating Current? 

Lecture 7:  Electrical Transmission 

How do Transformers Work? 

Why do we need high voltage? 

Why do we need transformers and  

 why do (DID) we need AC at all? 

  Tesla would cry,  

  Edison would be (more) arrogant 


